Devotional from Pastor Ho
June 4, 2020
Deuteronomy 4:35, “To you it was shown, that you might know that the LORD is God; there is no other besides
him.”
On May 25, 2020 George Floyd, an African American man, died under the knee of a white policeman,
with three other policemen looking on nearby, in Minneapolis. The next day that protests erupted from
that city to the rest of the country, and even in a few European countries today. They have a message
to tell, other than “I Can't Breathe,” the last few words of Floyd. But when the protests turned into
violence and looting, on Saturday afternoon in downtown Rochester among other places, “the message
is lost,” said a New York State trooper.
Due to multiple reasons, we might be either apathetic to or angered by the death of Floyd, but when
we witnessed the burning and large scale looting, from merchandise in stores to cars in dealerships, our
reactions might range from shaking our head to shuddering, depending on our proximity to the
locations. This is quite different from seeing the bodies of COVID-19 victims carried away in
stretchers and piled up. These are two different kinds of evil.
We think we have witnessed enough of evil in 2020 for our whole lifetime, from COVID-19 to these
unrests. Is God up to something? According to Deut 4:34-35, what the Lord God did before the eyes
of the Israelites in Egypt “by trials, by signs, by wonders, and by war, by a mighty hand and an
outstretched arm, and by great deeds of terror” in taking a nation for himself from the midst of another
nation was shown to them that they “might know that the Lord is God; there is no other besides him.”
How should we understand our world today if “the Lord is God”? An author puts it perceptively,
“While we may not understand what God is doing, we can always trust who he is. We must never
interpret God’s character by our circumstances. We must instead interpret our circumstances by God’s
character.” We can never understand our world (especially these days!) apart from knowing “the Lord
is God; there is no other besides him.” This means we should identify the competing deities. Pandemic
and racism are not the root issues; control and pride are, which direct us to the matter of the heart.
Prayer: Our Lord and our God, if the Israelites of old turned to Baal, we turn to modern deities. Help
us to know “Christ as Lord,” and trust in him only. Amen.
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